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Abstract : The issue of the variation of the surface ultraviolet (UV) environment on Mars was
investigated with particular emphasis being placed on the interpretation of data in a biological context.
A UV model has been developed to yield the surface UV irradiance at any time and place over the
Martian year. Seasonal and diurnal variations were calculated and dose rates evaluated. Biological

interpretation of UV doses is performed through the calculation of DNA damage effects upon phage T7
and Uracil, used as examples for biological dosimeters. A solar UV ‘hotspot’ was revealed towards
perihelion in the southern hemisphere, with a significant damaging effect upon these species. Diurnal

profiles of UV irradiance are also seen to vary markedly between aphelion and perihelion. The effect of
UV dose is also discussed in terms of the chemical environment of the Martian regolith, since UV
irradiance can reach high enough levels so as to have a significant effect upon the soil chemistry. We

show, by assuming that H2O is the main source of hydrogen in the Martian atmosphere, that the
stoichiometrically desirable ratio of 2:1 for atmospheric H and O loss rates to space are not maintained
and at present the ratio is about 20:1. A large planetary oxygen surface sink is therefore necessary, in
contrast with escape to space. This surface oxygen sink has important implications for the oxidation

potential and the toxicology of the Martian soil. UV-induced adsorption of Ox
2 super-radicals plays an

important role in the oxidative environment of the Martian surface, and the biologically damaging areas
found in this study are also shown to be regions of high subsurface oxidation. Furthermore, we briefly

cover the astrobiological implications for landing sites that are planned for future Mars missions.
Received 4 April 2002, accepted 11 November 2002

Key words : biologically effective dose, DNA damage, landing sites, Mars, radiation climate, radiative transfer, regolith,
toxicology, UV.

Introduction

The ultraviolet (UV) radiation climate at the surface of Mars

is of significant importance in any astrobiological investi-

gation. Radiation at these wavelengths (in the case of Mars

200–400 nm) is capable of interacting directly with biological

structures and causing severe damage. Ultraviolet radiation

also plays an important role in the photochemistry of atmos-

pheres, and would be an important factor in the creation and

persistence of highly oxidizing surface environments such as

those found on Mars. High-intensity UV environments, es-

pecially in combination with oxidizing surface environments,

can place restrictions on the survivability of biological or-

ganisms, strongly influencing evolution and effectively defin-

ing limiting lifetimes for species. Indeed, if the UV intensity in

specific wavelength regions is high enough, the persistence of

life can be made impossible for most forms of known bio-

logical organisms. During the early evolution of life on Earth,

the UV radiation climate was different from that of present-

day Earth. It can be assumed that during the Archaean era,

during which the diversification of early anaerobes took place

and the first anaerobic photosynthetic bacteria appeared

(about 3.5 Gyr ago), the amount of free oxygen in the at-

mosphere was significantly lower than today. There was very

little or no absorption of solar UV radiation by ozone. The

strong influence of UV radiation on biological evolution is* Corresponding author.
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reflected by the appearance of different protection mechan-

isms in all terrestrial organisms such as enzymatic DNA

repair, spore formation, UV-absorbing pigments, behavioural

adaptation of motile organisms, and trapping and binding of

sediments to form mats, etc.

In biological systems UV radiation causes temporary or

permanent alterations that result from photochemical reac-

tions of UV with different biological target molecules, the so-

called chromophores (Rettberg & Rothschild 2001). The most

important UV target in cells is DNA because of its unique role

as genetic material and its high UV sensitivity. The absorbing

parts ofDNAare the bases, the purine derivatives adenine and

guanine, and the pyrimidine derivatives thymine and cytosine.

Although the base composition ofDNA is different in different

genes and organisms, there are common features of an ab-

sorption maximum in the 260 nm region and a rapid decline

towards longer wavelengths. Absorption by proteins between

240 and 300 nm is much lower than that of nucleic acids of

equal concentration. Most proteins are present in cells in

higher numbers of identical copies. Therefore, photochemical

alterations in only a fraction of them do not disturb their

biological function significantly. The same is true for bio-

logical molecules such as unsaturated fatty acids, flavins,

steroids, chinones, porphyrins or carotenoids, which serve as

components of the cell membrane, coenzymes, hormones or

electron donor transport molecules.

Leading DNA lesions particularly induced by short-wave-

length UV components (UV-B, UV-C) of the solar spectrum

are cyclobutane dimers, formed by two adjacent pyrimidine

bases (Fisher & Johns 1976). Nucleic acids can be protected

from UV radiation by various factors, which are able either

to attenuate the radiation or restore the photoproducts.

Attenuating factors can be proteins, H2O or minerals, while

restoration of the photoproducts can be performed by specific

metabolic processes such asDNA repair or by theUVphotons

themselves in direct photoreversion.

Because of the importance of this relatively small region of

the solar spectrum, it is useful when addressing such issues

in astrobiology to place this UV environment in a biological

context. The response of different biological structures to UV

exposure are distinctly unique, and as such species-specific

biological functions are required to correctly weight the ir-

radiance spectrum in terms of biological damage. Since the

effects of UV at different wavelengths vary so much from

negligible to complete inactivation, the effect at all wave-

lengths must be weighted according to the damage it causes

(Rettberg & Horneck 1999). This defines a biological

weighting spectrum specific to the biological structure in

question, which can then be applied to the UV spectrum pro-

posed. By analysing the convolution of these two spectra,

information on the effects of UV upon the organism under

study can be estimated (Fig. 1).

The Martian UV environment has previously been in-

vestigated (Kuhn&Atreya 1979; Cockell et al. 2000; Lammer

et al. 2001; Molina-Cuberos et al. 2001; Muller & Moreau

1991; Patel et al. 2002; Rontó et al. 2002), revealing a surface

environment exposed to UV-C as low as 200 nm. This is in

stark contrast to the terrestrial case, where the ozone layer

effectively screens all radiation<290 nm. Thus the biological

response of organisms in the full 200–400 nm region needs to

be known to accurately gauge the true biological effect of the

UV environment. Presented here is an analysis of seasonal and

diurnal variations of UV flux on the Martian surface, with

associated biologically effective doses (BED) for two exemp-

lary biological UV dosimeters. Bacteriophage T7 and poly-

crystalline Uracil thin layers are used on Earth for studies on

DNA-based biological hazards and have proven useful for

indicating the dependence of the biological end-effects on

the radiation quality (Rontó et al. 1994; Fekete et al. 1998;

Kerékgyarto et al. 1999; Rontó et al. 2000). The preparation

and exposure of both biological dosimeters are described by

Rontó et al. (1992) and Kerékgyártó et al. (1999).

T7 is a small double-stranded DNA molecule consisting of

39 937 base pairs, a protein core and a protein envelope (Rontó

et al. 1983). Polycrystalline Uracil is considered as a model

substance for studying UV-induced DNA damage by having

Uracil bases, a natural component of RNA bases, in specifi-

cally suitable conformation for dimerization (Gróf et al. 1996)

induced by solar UV radiation. A radiative transfer UVmodel

has thus been developed covering a wide variety of Martian

situations and environments, to which a range of biological

responses can be applied to quantify these end effects.

The biological experiments on the Viking landers failed to

detect any organic matter in the Martian soil, either at the

surface or from samples collected a few centimetres below the

surface (e.g. Klein et al. 1976). This result leads to the con-

clusion that strong oxidation processes are possibly at work

Fig. 1. Biological weighting of UV radiation: solar spectral

irradiance at the Earth’s surface, a biological weighting function

(the absolute DLR-biofilm action spectrum, left axis) and the

resulting solar effectiveness spectrum (right axis) (taken from

Rettberg & Rothschild 2001).
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near the surface. Therefore, we also discuss the interaction

between the Martian atmosphere and the chemical environ-

ment of the Martian regolith in relation to the modelled UV

flux, where highly oxidizing regions can be created. The bio-

logical effects of these proposed oxidizing areas expected on

the Martian surface through its orbital period are also dis-

cussed.

Mars UV model

Model structure

The method used here to model the Martian UV environment

is based on that of Patel et al. (2002) (from here on referred to

as Paper 1). For this study the radiative transfer model was

significantly improved in a number of areas, allowing for a

better representation of the actual Martian environment.

The Martian atmosphere was taken as 10 separate hom-

ogenous layers, consisting of a mixture of gas and aerosol

particles distributed appropriately with altitude. All major

atmospheric gas species are accounted for (CO2, N2, Ar, O2,

O3, CO) in terms of scattering and absorption, though it

should be noted that CO2, O2 and O3 are the only significant

absorbers in the wavelength region considered here. Absorp-

tion cross-sections for the above were taken as in Paper 1.

Atmospheric gas was distributed between 0 and 200 km, with

layer interfaces at 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 21, 35, 50, 51 and 200 km.

The column density of each atmospheric gas for each layer was

easily determined through knowledge of partial pressure at the

layer interface and the mean molecular mass (an assumption

here is that themeanmolecularmass is invariantwith altitude).

The column abundance of each individual species was then

calculated from the total layer column abundance and mixing

ratio of each species. Pressure as a function of altitude, used

to determine each layer column abundance, was taken from

Pathfinder entry data (Magalhaes et al. 1999). For the pur-

poses of this study, the aerosols were assumed to consist solely

of dust particles (ice aerosols are not considered here) andwere

confined to the lower 20 km of the atmosphere with a scale

height equal to that of the atmospheric gas.

The Delta-Eddington approximation for radiative transfer

(Joseph et al. 1976) was employed to determine the diffuse flux

at the surface created by aerosol and molecular scattering.

Composite scattering parameters (single-scattering albedo,

asymmetry factor and extinction efficiency) were explicitly

defined for each layer and the surface diffuse flux was calcu-

lated through simultaneous calculation of each layer’s trans-

mission equation.

Direct solar flux was determined via Beer’s law exponential

attenuation, again taking into account scattering and ab-

sorption from each species in each atmospheric layer. The

direct flux was then added to the diffuse component to yield

a total surface irradiance.

This process was performed at 1 nm intervals between 180

and 400 nm. The large abundance of CO2 (y95%) coupled

with its increasing absorption cross-section towards shorter

wavelengths creates a distinct cut-off point in all Martian

spectra, and thus no features below 200 nm are observed at the

Martian surface. Sensitivity spectra for T7 and Uracil were

then applied to each (l dependent) UV flux value, yielding a

Biologically Effective Dose (BED, addressed later).

Martian dust

The ubiquitous haze present in the Martian atmosphere is

formed primarily of dust particles. High wind speeds, dust

devils and local/global storms raise particulatematter from the

surface of Mars, injecting it into the atmosphere. The dust

remains present in the atmosphere for long periods of time,

and plays a major role in global circulation and atmospheric

dynamics. One resultant effect is the creation of a more iso-

thermal troposphere through direct absorption of solar radi-

ation into the atmosphere, altering temperature and pressure

profiles significantly (Barth et al. 1992), consequently affecting

the UV irradiance encountered at the surface. The amount of

dust in the atmosphere thus has a non-trivial effect on the

surface UV spectrum, and must be properly accounted for.

The creation of a significant diffuse irradiance also must be

considered whenever situations such as, for example, the poss-

ible survival of micro-organisms in permanently shadowed

regions are investigated. The optical properties of the sus-

pended dust need to be accurately known to quantify the

nature and degree of interaction with solar radiation. The data

of Ockert-Bell et al. (1997) were used, though as discussed

previously in Paper 1 the issue of accurately defining the UV

properties of Martian dust does remain an unresolved issue.

At this time, however, these data remain the most complete

dataset available for use.

The spatial and temporal variation of dust in the Martian

atmosphere also needed to be defined, if annual variations

were to be investigated. The distribution and amount of at-

mospheric dust is highly asymmetric when considered over

the entire Martian orbit. This correlates well to the relatively

high eccentricity of theMartian orbit, causing a corresponding

change in (top of atmosphere) input solar irradiance from 717

to 493 W mx2 from perihelion to aphelion, respectively. This

large difference in input solar energy to the Martian atmos-

phere is thought to be responsible for the variation in dust

activity through the year (Kahn et al. 1992).

Dust activity is generally low towards aphelion when solar

input is at its lowest at Ls=70x (where Ls is the areocentric

solar longitude, a measure of orbital position). Activity is seen

to increase and peak at perihelion (Ls=250x), which is the

expected time of year for possible large-scale dust events

such as global dust storms (Pollack et al. 1979). Higher dust

loadings are also experienced in the southern hemisphere at

this time, when the local summer occurs.

Three annual dust variations were employed here, rep-

resenting various degrees of UV attenuation. The dust scen-

arios utilized here are taken from the Mars Climate Database

(MCD) by Lewis et al. (1999) and are available online at

http://huchard.lmd.jussieu.fr/live_access/doc_htmls/data_set/

node3.html. These consist of the following scenarios.

(1) Low dust scenario tlow, where the dust optical depth (and

thus dust loading) is spatially constant over latitude (lat)

and temporally constant over Ls, and taken as t=0.1.

Biological and chemical effects of Mars UV 23



(2) High dust scenario thigh, where the optical depth is

spatially constant over latitude but temporally dependent

upon Ls, and is given as

thigh=0:7+0:3 cos (Ls+80�): (1)

This variation is a fit to the peak-removed variations as

observed during the Viking years.

(3) Nominal dust scenario tnominal, where t is spatially de-

pendent upon latitude and temporally dependent uponLs.

This scenario is taken from recent Mars Global Surveyor

results, and is the best representation of the current

nominal Mars dust environment. It is given as

tnominal=tN+(teqxtN)r0:5r{1+ tanh [(45�xlat)=10]}

for lat>0 (2)

tnominal=tS+(teqxtS)r0:5r{1+ tanh [(45�+lat)=10]}

for lat<0 (3)

where

teq=0:2+(0:5x0:2){cos[(Lsx250�)=2]}14 (4)

tS=0:1+(0:5x0:1){cos[(Lsx250�)=2]}14 (5)

tN=0:1: (6)

All three scenarios were run for each investigation, with

scenarios 1, 2 and 3 each representing years of high, low and

nominal UV exposures respectively.

Sensitivity spectra for BED

For quantification of the biological effects of UV radiation at

the Earth’s surface, simple organisms/micro-organisms (Tyr-

rell 1978;Munakata 1989; Quintern et al. 1992; Rettberg et al.

1998; Rettberg &Horneck 2000), bacterial viruses (Furusawa

et al. 1990; Rontó et al. 1992), isolated nucleic acids (Regan

et al. 1992) and nucleic acid bases (Gróf et al. 1996) have been

used as biological UV dosimeters. Most of these techniques

are based on the measurement and detection of DNA damage

or its consequences. Bacteriophage T7 and Uracil thin-layer

dosimeters were developed and improved for assessment of

theDNA-based biological hazard onEarth (Rontó et al. 1994;

Fekete et al. 1998). These dosimeters also proved to be suitable

for indicating the dependence of the biological end effects on

the type of UV radiation (Rontó et al. 2000), and were thus

used in the present BED study for Mars.

The BED is determined as the weighted spectrum integrated

over wavelength and time to give a weighted total UV dose as

shown in equation (7) :

BED=t
X

l

F(l)S(l)Dl, (7)

where t is the duration of exposure in seconds, F is the

flux at wavelength l and S is the sensitivity weighting

factor at wavelength l for the biological effect under con-

sideration.

S(l) was constructed for both species from Modos et al.

(1999), and is given as

S(l)=a exp[�b1(l�l0)] if l<l0 (8)

and

S(l)=a exp[�b2(l�l0)] if l>l0, (9)

where a, b1, b2 and l0 are constants taken from Table 1 of

Modos et al. (1999). Unfortunately, the direct experimental

data of Modos et al. (1999) exist only down to 250 nm. Since

theMartian UV range extends down to 200 nm, a polynomial

fit of S(l) to DNA damage from the experimentally deter-

mined data ofHieda (1994) between 250 and 200 nmwas used.

Once S(l) was defined for the full wavelength region, the BED

rate could be calculated for any modelled UV situation. Bio-

logically effective dose data are calculated for 1 s, i.e. both

diurnal and annual variations are expressed in dose rates and

can be compared with the terrestrial values.

Results

Diurnal variations

Shown here are diurnal variations of the instantaneous BED

for T7 and Uracil. Two extreme cases are investigated; Fig. 2

shows high BED at perihelion (southern summer) and Fig. 3

shows low BED at aphelion (southern winter). As well as total

BED, the separate contributions of direct and diffuse BED

irradiance are also shown. The diffuse dose experienced by

organisms in possible shadowed regions can now also be

evaluated. Diffuse levels are fairly substantial, making pro-

tection via shadowing a more complicated issue. The general

shape of the diurnal profiles between perihelion and aphelion

are similar, but dose values vary markedly. Also, the increased

daytime period is evident towards perihelion, escalating

further the total daily dose.

Annual variations

The surface UV exposure for each annual dust scenario was

modelled and the BED for both T7 andUracil was calculated.

The annual plots for the nominal and high dust cases are

shown in Figs 4 and 5, where the flux along a pole-to-pole

latitude strip at 7.5mbar and local noonwas calculated at each

Ls throughout theMartian year, and thus shows the dose near

midday from north to south pole along a line of constant

pressure, geographically representative only of latitude.

The distinct asymmetry in the plot is a result of two com-

bined effects, namely the relatively high eccentricity of the

Martian orbit and the obliquity of Mars’ planetary axis. Ec-

centricity creates an asymmetry inLs, where perihelion forms a

concentrated dose region (hotspot), and obliquity creates the

asymmetry in latitude, shifting the hotspot into the southern

hemisphere. Also evident are the negligible dose regions at

high latitudes, where the polar night effect is experienced in

both hemispheres.

The differences caused by the dust scenarios are subtle, but

worth commenting upon. The plots for low and nominal dust

M.R. Patel et al.24



levels are spatially and temporally the same, except for the

difference in absolute dose amounts (thus the low dust plot is

omitted). The low dust scenario, as expected, creates the

highest dose levels (y15% higher than nominal in terms of

surface flux) as less dust in the atmosphere allows for greater

penetration of UV to the surface. A different annual variation

is observed in the high dust scenario (Fig. 5), with the hotspot

spread out in the equatorial region throughout most of the

Martian year.

In the two other scenarios, the hotspot is more defined,

occurring at perihelion in the southern hemisphere, indicating

that the presence of larger amounts of suspended dust in the

atmosphere throughout the year spreads this effect both

spatially and temporally. Periods of maximum exposure thus

occur at a different point in the orbit. In the low and nominal

cases maximum exposure occurs in the southern hemisphere

at perihelion, intuitively consistent with a relatively optically

thin atmosphere. In the high dust case however, maximum

atmospheric dust loading occurs at perihelion counteracting

the increased solar flux, and as a result the maximum exposure

occurs instead just prior to perihelion around Ls=200x. The

effect of dust in the atmosphere in this case upon the radiative

transfer of UV radiation is thus shown here to dominate over

solar input variation throughout the Martian orbit.

Biological interpretation

In order to determine how harmful the solar UV radiation

at the Martian surface for biological organisms could be,

we compared the BED diurnal variations at perihelion and

aphelion of Figs 2 and 3 with two extreme cases on Earth,

namely Antarctica and at the equator (Fig. 6). Fig. 2 shows

the total, direct and diffuse BEDdiurnal variations atMartian

perihelion for Ls=250x and latitude of 20x S at a pressure of

7.5 mbar. Curve A shows the profile for the biological sensor

T7, and curve B for Uracil. Fig. 3 shows the same scenario at

aphelion for Ls=70x and latitude=30x S. Fig. 6 shows a di-

urnal case during the spring equinox (March 21st) at the ter-

restrial equator, with an ozone concentration of 220 Dobson

units (DU). The terrestrial UV fluxes and BED rates were

determined using the radiative transfer model of Green et al.

(1974) for typical atmospheric aerosol conditions. The lati-

tude-dependent terrestrial ozone values were taken from

NASA’s Total Ozone Mapping Spectrophotometer (TOMS)

website (http://jwocky.gsfc.nasa.gov/TOMSmain.html).

It is interesting to note that the maximum instantaneous

total diurnal BED values in both Martian cases (Figs 2 and 3)

are higher than terrestrial values at the equator. The Martian

perihelion diurnal BED value for T7 is about 900 times greater

than the value at Earth’s equator, and about 300 times greater

Fig. 2. Total, direct and diffuse BED diurnal variations at

perihelion for Ls=250x, latitude=20x S at a pressure of 7.5 mbar:

(a) shows the profile for T7 and (b) shows the Uracil profile.

Fig. 3. Total, direct and diffuse diurnal BED variations at aphelion

for Ls=70x, latitude=30x S at a pressure of 7.5 mbar: (a) shows

the profile for T7 and (b) shows the Uracil profile.
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at aphelion (shown in Fig. 3). For Uracil we obtain total

BED values at Martian perihelion that are about 3000 times

greater than at the Earth’s equator, and for Martian aphelion

the values are about 900 times greater. The instantaneous

BED rates for Antarctica, latitude=90x S, with a very low

ozone concentration of 80 DU (http://jwocky.gsfc.nasa.gov/

TOMSmain.html) are 3.6r10x4 for T7 and 1.2r10x6 for

Uracil. These values are about 10 times larger than the in-

stantaneous BED rates for those at the Earth’s equator.

However, the spectral irradiances involved in theMartian and

terrestrial cases are very different. As shown by Rontó et al.

(1997) the ratio between BEDT7/BEDU of the integrated BED

rates for T7 and Uracil over the whole day depends on the

spectral distribution of the radiation source. The reason for

this dependence is the higher sensitivity of Uracil in the UV-B

and UV-C short-wavelength regions compared with T7. Since

the short-wavelength radiation is absorbed on Earth by the

global ozone layer but can penetrate the thin Martian at-

mosphere, one obtains much lower BEDT7/BEDU ratio values

on Mars compared with Earth.

Measured terrestrial BEDT7/BEDU ratios in Budapest,

Hungary (latitude=47.5x N, longitude=19x E) with an ozone

concentration of 322 DU are about 430 during June (summer

solstice) and about 780 in December (winter solstice). The

values for BEDT7/BEDU ratios for both terrestrial extreme

cases described above are about 300. The solar UV ir-

radiance is much larger at the equator than at Antarctica, but

low ozone concentrations in Antarctica imply greater UV-B

penetration. The similarity between the terrestrial ratios at the

equator and the Antarctic area occur because the radiation

must penetrate through a larger atmosphericmass inAntarctic

regions than at the equator. The longer path of the light rays

through the atmosphere diffuses the UV radiation, resulting

in a lower net surface irradiation. For both Martian cases we

obtain very low BEDT7/BEDU ratios of about 100. The much

lower value is caused mainly by the biologically hostile solar

UV-C flux and implies high DNAdamage rates on the present

Martian surface.One can see fromFigs 4 and 5 that the surface

UV irradiation and the BED rates are much lower during the

Martian year at latitudes higher than 45x N and 60x S, as a

result of lower UV exposure of the Martian surface at these

latitudes. Since UV-C radiation also penetrates to the surface

at high latitudes, the values for the BEDT7/BEDU ratios are

comparable to lower latitudes, also resulting in a biologically

hostile surface environment. From Figs 4 and 5 one can also

see that the polar caps are the areas with the lowest UV ir-

radiation levels and thus lowest BED rate environmental

conditions on Mars. Although ice is less effective at providing

protection from UV radiation than dust or rock, at sufficient

depths the penetrating solar UV radiation will be attenuated.

Studies in Antarctica using a 254 nm source for measuring the

penetration of UV-C radiation into ice showed that at a depth

of 1 cm of ice, the biologically hostile UV-C radiation is

reduced by 40% and at a depth of 5 cm about 90% of the

UV-C radiation is attenuated (Nienow et al. 1988; Cockell

2001). The study of Nienow et al. (1988) indicates that the

Fig. 4. Annual variations of UV for the nominal dust scenario. The surface flux, T7 BED and Uracil BED are all shown. Also shown are

the locations of two expected Martian landers : (1) shows the Beagle 2 landing site, operating at 10.6x N from Ls=322x to 053x ; (2) shows

a possible Mars Exploration Rover (MER) landing site in Terra Meridiani at 2x S, Ls=325x to 012x ; (3) shows a second possible MER site

in Gusev Crater, for similar Ls at 14.8x S.
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majority of the dangerousUV-C radiation should be absorbed

within the first few centimetres under the surface at the

Martian north pole.

Since photosynthetic microbes survived at the surface on

early Earth before the atmosphere developed a protective

ozone layer, they would have required tolerance to UV-C,

UV-B and UV-A radiation (e.g. Wynn-Williams & Edwards

2001). Recent studies showed that the survival of UV stress

by certain micro-organisms (i.e. Notoc, Gloeocapsa and other

cyanobacterial species that are common in UV-exposed

Antarctic habitats) might be due partly to their carotenoid

content. It is likely that UV radiation influences carotenoid

synthesis by lichens, which are symbioses of fungi and either

cyanobacteria or algae. Carotenoids that were isolated from

Antarctic lichens showed considerable variation in content

throughout the whole season, requiring care to standardize

conditions for inter-site comparisons (Wynn-Williams &

Edwards 2001). For example, b-carotene is one of several

pigments that can absorb hostile UV-C radiation. Generally,

such attributes are no longer required in the present terrestrial

atmosphere, and these capabilities of certain micro-organisms

may be a relic property from their early evolution before the

terrestrial surface was protected by ozone, i.e. from conditions

similar to how Mars is now. Dust storms reduce the intensity

of the incoming solar UV irradiation on the surface locally or

globally, but do not fully protect the surface enough from

the DNA-damaging UV-C wavelengths. Biological matter

that gets under or into rocks should be well protected if the

soil or rocks contain no chemical radicals that may destroy

organic molecules. Therefore, in the next section we study

the oxidation process of the Martian surface caused by the

atmosphere–surface interaction.

Oxidation/chemical environment of regolith

The discovery of organic molecules inMartian soil or rocks by

future Mars landers would be of great importance for the

search of life onMars. Unfortunately NASA’s Viking landers

were unable to detect evidence of life on Mars, but found a

chemically reactive soil capable of decomposing organic mol-

ecules (e.g. Klein et al. 1976; Yen et al. 2000b). This reactivity

was attributed to the presence of inorganic superoxides

or peroxides in the upper Martian soil. Recent laboratory

experiments by Yen et al. (2000a) indicate that superoxide

radical ions such as Ox
2 form directly on Mars-analogue

mineral surfaces when exposed to UV radiation under simu-

lated Martian atmospheric conditions. These oxygen radicals

can explain the reactive environment of the Martian soil and

the absence of organic material in the upper surface layers.

There is much evidence from atmospheric evolution studies

that atmospheric oxygen interacts with the Martian surface

environment (Lammer et al. 1996, 2002). The escape of hy-

drogen and oxygen from the Martian atmosphere has im-

portant implications for the chemistry of the atmosphere. We

assume that the main source of escaping hydrogen is Martian

H2O from exchangeable subsurface ice reservoirs :

2H2O ! 2H2+O2 (10)

Fig. 5. Annual variations of UV for the high dust scenario. The surface flux, T7 BED and Uracil BED are all shown. The difference in

annual distribution of the UV flux compared with the nominal case is readily apparent.
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Each loss of two H2 molecules leaves behind one O2 mol-

ecule. If there were no permanent sinks for oxygen, the oxygen

concentration in the Martian atmosphere would continue

to build up. If the Martian atmosphere has reached a steady

state for its state of oxidation, there must be a sink for

oxygen comparable in magnitude to the escape flux of hy-

drogen, i.e.

WH=2WO, (11)

where WH is the escape flux of hydrogen and WO is the

escape flux of oxygen in any form from the Martian atmos-

phere. Mariner 6 and 7 UV spectrometers observed the

Lyman-a emission of atomic hydrogen in an altitude range

between 200 and 24 000 km (Anderson & Hord 1971). They

obtained thermal escape rates for atomic hydrogen of about

1.5r1026 sx1. Recent observations with the Far Ultraviolet

Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) satellite of molecular hydro-

gen in the Martian atmosphere yielded molecular hydrogen

escape rates of about 1.7r1024 sx1 (Krasnopolsky&Feldman

2001). Lichtenegger & Dubinin (1998) and Lammer et al.

(2002) estimated the non-thermal loss rates ofH+ andH+
2 ions

using a test particle model, which involves the motion in the

interplanetary electric and magnetic field. They found total

hydrogen ion escape rates for moderate solar wind conditions

of the order of about 7.5r1025 sx1, which agrees well with

observed Phobos 2 results (Lundin et al. 1990a, b). Using

the current observed and modelled thermal and non-thermal

hydrogen escape rates one arrives at a total average loss

of hydrogen atoms from present-day Mars of about

2.3r1026 sx1. If the stoichiometrically desirable ratio of 2:1

of H and O loss rates to space are obtained one would require

a total O loss rate to space of about 1.15r1026 sx1. If this ratio

is not maintained an additional permanent oxygen sink for

establishing the 2:1 ratio is required, which is most likely

UV-driven chemical reactions with the Martian soil.

Unfortunately, oxygen is too heavy to escape thermally

from Mars via the Jeans escape process. However, there are

several non-thermal atmospheric loss processes that can yield

the escape of oxygen from the Martian exosphere. Since Mars

does not have an appreciable intrinsic magnetic field at pres-

ent, the atmosphere can be eroded by particle sputtering and

solar wind pick-up processes. Dissociative recombination of

molecular oxygen ions is also known to lead to loss of atomic

constituents where the gravitational potential onMars is easily

overcome by the energy imparted in the production of hot

atoms (Fox & Dalgarno 1983; Lammer & Bauer 1991; Fox

1993; Lammer et al. 1996, 2000, 2002; Fox & Bakalian 2001).

Estimated values for the current oxygen escape flux owing to

dissociative recombination, sputtering and pick-up processes

cover a very wide range of 3.0r106 to 1.2r108 cmx2 sx1

between low and high solar wind conditions (e.g. Lammer &

Bauer 1991; Fox 1993; Zhang et al. 1993; Luhmann 1997;

Kass &Yung 1995, 1996, 1999; Johnson &Liu 1996; Lammer

et al. 1996, 2000, 2002; Johnson et al. 2000; Fox & Bakalian

2001; Leblanc & Johnson 2001). Fox (1997) estimated the

theoretical upper limit to the outflow of all oxygen ions if all

ions produced above the photochemical equilibrium region

could be lost, and derived an escape flux of 1.2r108 cmx2 sx1.

It is important to also note that this flux value is too low for

establishing the present Martian stoichiometrically desirable

ratio of 2:1 of H and O loss rates to space. On the other hand,

it is unlikely that the present Martian atmosphere has an

average atmospheric oxygen escape flux of the order of

108 cmx2 sx1, since such a high value could only be reached

theoretically in the past when solar activity was much higher.

Using realistic model values for average non-thermal oxygen

escape rates results in dissociative recombination oxygen

loss rates of about 2.3–5r1024 sx1 (Lammer & Bauer 1991;

Fox 1993), for atmospheric sputtering of oxygen atoms

about 6.5r1023 sx1 (Leblanc & Johnson 2001), for CO2

molecules about 3.0r1023 sx1 and for pick-up processes

about 9.5r1024 sx1 (Lammer & Bauer 1991; Lichtenegger &

Dubinin 1998; Lammer et al. 2002).

One can see from the average total oxygen loss rate of

about 1.0r1025 sx1 that the stoichiometrically desirable ratio

of 2:1 of H and O escape to space is not maintained, and at

Fig. 6. Terrestrial total diurnal BED variations for T7 and Uracil at the equator, latitude=0x at spring equinox, for an ozone concentration

of 220 DU.
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present the ratio is about 20:1. Lammer et al. (1996) estimated

a ratio of about 12:1, corresponding to the higher oxygen and

CO2 sputtering loss rates based on one-dimensional (1D)

sputtering models. Leblanc & Johnson (2001) developed a

modified three-dimensional (3D) test particle model that de-

scribes the sputtered particle population and the escaping

particles inside the hot oxygen corona. Furthermore, the

heating effect due to the incident particle flux is described in

their simulations by using a two-dimensional (2D) direct

simulation Monte Carlo model. Their results show that the

standard 1D models used by earlier estimations overestimate

the sputtering yields by about 15–25%when they are corrected

for coronal ejections. This result implies that oxygen loss to

space cannot be the dominant oxygen removal mechanism on

Mars. According to the present escape rate of hydrogen,

photolysis of H2O will produce the observed oxygen concen-

tration in the Martian atmosphere in just 105 yr, making

a large planetary oxygen sink necessary. Accordingly, it ap-

pears that the missing oxygen needed for validating the

total 2:1 ratio between H and O as described in equation (11),

which is not lost to space, is incorporated into the surface

by chemical weathering processes that oxidize the Martian

soil.

For estimating the oxygen potential in the Martian regolith

one must know how long the 2:1 ratio between H and O to

space was not maintained. Lammer et al. (1996, 2002) studied

the evolution of hydrogen and oxygen loss rates throughout

Martian history. One can see from their results that the oxygen

in the Martian atmosphere has been interacting with the

surface for at least approximately 1 Gyr. Fig. 6 shows the

evolution of hydrogen and oxygen loss rates during the past

3.5 Gyr. The loss rates are based on model results of Fox

(1993), Johnson & Luhman (1998), Leblanc & Johnson (2001)

and Lammer et al. (2002). One can see that the total oxygen

loss rate to space is lower compared with the total hydrogen

loss rate expressed in H2 since at least 1 Gyr ago. Previously,

more oxygen was lost from the Martian atmosphere than

hydrogen since the solar wind was denser and atmospheric

erosion processes were more active in the past. In such a case,

self-regulation between H and O loss as proposed byMcElroy

& Donahue (1972) and Liu & Donahue (1975) may enhance

the loss of hydrogen. In this case the oxygen concentration

of the atmosphere will decrease owing to its higher loss rate.

This causes an increase in the production of H2 in the atmos-

pheric HOx chemistry, resulting in a greater escape rate for

hydrogen, so that a new steady state would be reached which

would satisfy equation (11).

There are several studies that investigated the decompo-

sition of organic materials due to Ox
2 adsorption (Lunsford

1984; Gasymov et al. 1984; Llewellyn Jones et al. 1978;

Alvarez 1996; Yen et al. 2000b). Organic molecules are not

only destroyed directly by solar UV radiation but also by its

derivatives, such as superoxide ions. Even during night or at

greater soil depths where water adsorption dominates the

chemical environment, perhydroxyl and hydroxyl radicals

liberated by the reaction given above are capable of oxidizing

putative organic materials. An important parameter for the

evaluation of the oxidation of organics is the oxidant extinc-

tion depth, at which the concentration of the oxidizing agents

reaches zero owing to its chemical interaction with the sub-

surface environment (Zent 1998). If any putative organism

vulnerable to enlarged oxygen fugacity is present within the

Martian soil, then this is the minimum depth to which sam-

pling must occur to have a good chance of detecting possible

extant organic material. As mentioned before, the Viking

results showed that 10 cm beneath the Martian surface the

soil was devoid of organic material. At this depth the oxidant

should have reached roughly 75% of its primary concen-

tration if one assumes an oxidant extinction depth of about

2.5 m (75% is related to the assumption of 2.5 m). The lack of

organic material at these depths tends to indicate that fossil-

ized organics also decompose in the subsurface environment.

The probability of finding fossilized remains also depends on

the effect of meteoritic gardening. Zent (1998) investigated

this effect on the basis of hydrogen peroxide diffusion. We use

the results of the oxygen surface sink as shown in Fig. 7 in

combinationwith data from themodel given in Zent (1998) for

the estimation of the Martian regolith depth in comparison

with estimated values from the Mars Orbital Camera (MOC)

on-board the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) spacecraft

(Gilmore 1999). The oxidant that is responsible for the oxi-

dation of organic materials on Mars is thought to also be a

key reactant for the soil oxidation process itself. To estimate

the effect on the evolution of the Martian regolith, a phenom-

enological study – disregarding the oxidation process itself –

was performed, taking several assumptions into account. The

overall, irreversible oxygen surface sink based on atmospheric

evidence (Lammer et al. 1996, 2002) as discussed before, re-

sults in approximately 2r1042 O particles being incorporated

into the Martian surface over the past 1 Gyr.

From multispectral data of the Mars Pathfinder Imager

it is known that the proportion of ferric iron at the landing

site is up to 95% (Morris et al. 2000). Martian magmatic

precursing rocks (basalts, andesites) exhibit a certain amount

of initial ferric iron due to the oxygen fugacity in the differ-

entiated magma. The values for Martian meteorites and lunar

mare basalts are obtained by the investigation of magmatic

feldspar (Dyar et al. 2001):

nFe3+

nFe, tot
=XFe3+, i=

0:00SNC QUE 94201
0:23 Lunar mare basalt 15555
0:53 SNC Zagami:

(12)

Iron is a common trace element in feldspar, and because of its

small amount the influence of the crystallographic site on the

ferrous/ferric distribution is thought to be negligible. Martian

meteorites undergo two impact processes, so it cannot be ruled

out that the ferric/ferrous ratio has been shifted since the

formation of these rocks. Only two values forMartian basaltic

meteorites are available, and the range is very large.Moreover,

because the oxygen fugacity in the rocks on the Moon is un-

affected by any atmospheric process, lunar values should

represent reasonable values – even for Mars.

Almost all iron in theMartian soil is in state III – this could

only be generated by oxidation of ferrous iron in addition to
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metallic and sulphidic meteoritic iron. The net reaction to

satisfy the facts given above is thus:

2FeO+0:5O2
ferrous
phases

hn�!Fe2O3
ferric
phases:

(13)

An even more important effect for an irreversible oxygen

surface sink is the formation of sulphates. A moderate ap-

proach is the formation of kieserite (MgSO4
. H2O) through

reaction with sulphitic volcanic gases:

Mg(OH)2+SO2+0:5O2 ! MgSO4 �H2O: (14)

Another model reaction is the generation of sulphates

from the oxidation of meteoritic sulphides (mainly pyrrhotite,

FeS):

2FeS+4:5O2+7H2O ! Fe[SO4=OH] � 3H2O: (15)

We calculated an iron content of the Martian soil of about

13 wt% and a sulphur content of about 2 wt% from Rieder

et al. (1997). The density of the soil was set to a value of

1.5 g cmx3.

An important boundary condition to evaluate the oxygen

surface sink is the effect of meteoritic gardening. Fresh ma-

terial will be brought up to the surface and oxidizedmatter will

be buried during this process (Zent 1998). The meteoritic size–

frequency distribution functions given in Neukum & Ivanov

(1994) and in Carr (1981) are assumed to represent meteoritic

production functions in the time period of our interest. The

period of about 1 Gyr since the onset of oxidation up to now is

not compatible with Noachian distribution functions (domi-

nated by deep impacts ; Carr 1981) and Chryse distribution

functions (dominated by shallow impacts ; Dial 1978).

A further parameter within the models is the expected

oxidant extinction depth. 2 mand an extrapolated value of 5 m

were used for this value in this context. Meteoritic ejecta are

assumed to becomeoxidized during thermal activitywithin the

Martian atmosphere. We used Figs 6 and 7 published in Zent

(1998), and confined in our model 10 vol% of the regolith

as Martian rocks. Fig. 8 shows our results in terms of the

Martian regolith depth versus the final ferric/ferrous oxidation

state. The estimation of the regolith depth based on impact

geometry bymeans ofMOCdata on-board theMGS amounts

to a range of between 20 and 113 m (Gilmore 1999). Neukum

production functions linked with a 2 m oxidant extinction

depth resulted (even with sulphatic production from

sulphides) in several hundred metres of regolith. Using the

same parameters but with an extinction depth of 5 m, more

reasonable values for the regolith depth are yielded. Using

the Carr production function and 2 m extinction depth

gives a regolith depth of several metres. Since new models

ofmeteoritic size–frequency distribution functions (Head et al.

2001) indicate populations within the Carr and Neukum

range, our calculation shows that an oxidant extinction depth

of about 2 m may represent a minimum value. Depending on

the assumptions, we propose a range of between 2 and 4 m for

the oxidation depth.

More detailed studies are planned in the future where

we incorporate experimental studies into a comprehensive

model for the soil formation process on Mars. The follow-

ing parameters can thus lead to a decrease of the regolith

depth:

(1) domination of deep impacts ;

(2) higher oxidant extinction depth (several kinds of strong

oxidants, aeolian gardening);

(3) formation of sulphates entirely from meteoritic sulphidic

matter;

(4) meteoritic ejecta becoming oxidized during impacts.

Fig. 7. Atmospheric loss rates of hydrogen and oxygen during the past 3.5 Gyr. One can see that the total oxygen loss rate to space is lower

compared to the total hydrogen loss rate (in H2) since at least 1 Gyr. For maintaining the total 2:1 ratio between H and O, atmospheric

oxygen that is not lost to space is incorporated into the surface by chemical weathering processes and is responsible for oxidizing the

Martian regolith.
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To decide whether or not a fully inorganic process driven

by photochemical processes is sufficient to explain the global

oxygen surface sink, experimental studies are required.

However, solar-UV induced oxidation of metallic iron under

Martian conditions seems to be an active process (Yen 1999).

The red areas relating to the surface irradiation of solar UV

flux on the contour plots in Figs 4 and 5 show areas where the

induced surface oxidation processes should act with their

greatest efficiency. However, Martian dust storms can dis-

tribute surface dust over the entire planet, so that oxidized

constituents can also reach areas at higher latitudes including

the polar caps. Areas related to high production rates of

adsorbed superoxides may also be areas where adsorbed

superoxide ions may diffuse into the subsurface. Therefore,

higher latitudes may be covered with oxidized dust, but dif-

fusion of superoxides into the subsurface should not be as

effective as at the main production areas.

Adsorbed superoxide ions, such as Ox
2 are thought to be

responsible for the chemical reactivity of the Martian soil. It

was shown by means of experimental studies under Martian

conditions that UV irradiation, atmospheric oxygen, very low

water concentrations and mineral grain surfaces are the main

elements in the formation process of this adsorbate (Yen et al.

2000a). Solar UV radiation excites the mineral substrate ma-

terial liberating electrons to the grain surfaces. These electrons

are incorporated in free oxygen, which forms Ox
2 adsorbates

(Ito et al. 1985). Because these ions are formed progressively

under intense UV irradiation one can assume that solar UV

photons are not a limiting factor in this oxidant production

process – as is the case for H2O2. Hunten (1979) has proposed

H2O2 as a possible ‘standard’ Martian oxidant owing to its

formation in the atmosphere and soil (Huguenin 1982). Ar-

guments against H2O2 as the major soil oxidant are: first, the

short lifetime against UV destruction on the Martian surface

and, secondly, that H2O2 alone cannot explain the thermally

stable gas exchange experimental results of the Viking bio-

logical experiments (Bullock et al. 1994). It seems that the

concentration of superoxide oxygen radicals is governed

mainly by the amount of adsorbed water (Cotton et al. 1995):

2Ox
2 +H2O #! O2 "+HOx

2 +OHx: (16)

This reaction is held at a certain equilibrium of adsorbed

radicals and free adsorbed water and oxygen in the near-

surface atmosphere. Superoxide radicals should also be able

to diffuse into deeper parts of the Martian regolith and may

be responsible for the reactivity of the Viking soil samples

from depths of around 10 cm. Two-dimensional diffusion

of superoxide radicals was observed on material surfaces

(Clarkson&Kooser 1978; Yen et al. 2000a). Since the radicals

are strongly adsorbed owing to their charging, they are able

to remain adsorbed on particles during transport. Aeolian

and meteoritic gardening is therefore an important process

in enhancing the capability of reaching greater depths.

Space exposure experiments related to toxicology

and UV protection

In order to test the potential toxicity and protection against

solar UV radiation of Martian soil analogues, highly resistant

terrestrial organisms were used: spores of the soil bacterium

Bacillus subtilis. In the dormant stage, spores undergo no

detectable metabolism and exhibit a high degree of resistance

to inactivation by various different physical stresses, such as

cycles of extreme heat and cold, extreme desiccation including

vacuum,UVand ionizing radiation, aswell as oxidizing agents

or corrosive chemicals (reviewed by Nicholson et al. 2000).

In the presence of appropriate nutrients, spores respond

rapidly by germination and outgrowth, resuming vegetative

growth.Hence, spore formation represents a strategy bywhich

Fig. 8. Martian regolith depth versus the final ferric/ferrous oxidation state with different meteoritic production functions.
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a bacterium escapes temporally and/or spatially from un-

favourable conditions. Among the bacterial spores, the endo-

spores of the genus Bacillus are the best investigated. Their

response to the conditions of space has been studied in several

space experiments (reviewed by Horneck 1993) as well as

in studies using space simulation facilities (Horneck 1999).

In a series of three space experiments in the ESA facility

BIOPAN on a Russian satellite the protective and/or toxic

effect of minerals, e.g. Martian soil analogues and samples of

real Martian meteorites, under the influence of solar UV

radiation were investigated (Horneck et al. 2001). In Fig. 9,

results with bacterial spores dried and mixed with different

compounds and exposed to space vacuum and solar UV

radiation are shown in comparison with samples exposed to

space vacuum only, as well as compared with ground control

experiments. Here the effects of added clay, sandstone, glu-

cose, Martian soil analogue (MRTE) and samples of two

real meteorites (Zagami from Mars and Milbillilie, probably

from Vesta) on the survival of the spores were studied. From

the results of these BIOPAN experiments in space, it can be

concluded that the tested compounds do not show toxic ef-

fects, either in ambient air or in vacuum. If bacterial spores

are exposed to solar UV radiation, a reduction of survival by

about six orders could bemeasured under these conditions due

to the lethal effects of UV radiation (data not shown, Horneck

et al. 2001). However, in the presence of protective compounds

survival is reduced only by three orders of magnitude. Con-

cerning the surface of Mars, results indicate that even thin

layers of Martian dust may be able to protect organisms

against the deleterious effects of UV radiation including the

short-wavelength ranges of UV-C and UV-B (>200 nm)

which do not occur on Earth today.

Proposed sites for future Mars landing sites

The effects of UV on the oxidation state of the surface and on

eventual complex organics or biologicalmolecules have strong

implications on the strategy forMars exploration. The landing

sites of future Martian missions are chosen to compromise

engineering constraints and scientific objectives. Two of the

strongest constraints are the availability of solar power and

the avoidance of extremely low temperatures. These two

parameters define the latitude boundaries that allow correct

operation of the scientific and communication instruments. In

the case of the 2003 Mars Exploration Rovers (MER) the

landing sites have to be located within 15x S–5x N (MER-A)

and 10x S–10x N (MER-B, which will land 52 sols after MER-

A). The two final sites for these rovers will be chosen between

Hematite in Terra Meridiani (2.07x S) and Melas Chasma

in Valles Marineris (8.88x S). Gusev crater (14.8x S), Isidis

Planitia (4.31x N), Thabasca Vallis (8.92x N) and Eos Chasma

(13.34x S) are also possible back-up sites. The MERs will land

towards the beginning of 2004; they will carry geological

sensors and collect data that will be used as ground truth for

the remote sensing observations from orbiters (MGS, Mars

Odyssey and future missions). At the same time, the Beagle 2

lander will land in the Isidis region, at 10.6x N, carrying an

array of astrobiological equipment designed to search for signs

of life, andwill offer a third ground reference point for orbiting

spacecraft. As discussed earlier, there should be a strong link

between the oxidation state of surface material and the UV

flux. However, for obtaining detailed information concerning

the UV effects upon oxidation levels, the variation and ef-

ficiency of adsorbates as well as a qualitative estimation of the

relationship between surface UV levels, temperature, pressure

and oxidation levels must be achieved. Detailed laboratory

Fig. 9. Survival of B. subtilis spores (strain HA101) exposed to vacuum and solar UV radiation in space in the presence of protective

material : clay, sandstone, glucose, Martian soil analogue (MRTE) and samples of two meteorites, Zagami from Mars and Milbillilie,

probably from Vesta.
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experiments on Martian soil analogues under simulated

Martian atmospheric conditions will be performed in the

near future at the Space Research Institute of the Austrian

Academy of Sciences.

Moreover, any ground mission with astrobiological

objectives such as searching for biological surface activity or

its remnants will face the same problem: on one hand, the need

for solar radiation as an energy source for instrumentation

and, on the other hand, the need for low solar exposure be-

cause of the biological effect of UV radiation and the indirect

oxidation it induces. Therefore, landing at extreme latitudes

is required to provide a complete geological ground truth and

to perform astrobiological in situ studies at the Martian sur-

face. Such landing sites (such as previously planned for the

Mars Polar Lander) would of course face technical challenges,

such as working and communicating with a low power supply

and low temperatures. Hence, our present work and forth-

coming studies will help to select future landing sites and also

to determine to what extent the data collected in situ can be

considered as a reference for interpreting remote observations.

Conclusions

Continued development of a radiative transfer code to model

ultraviolet transmission through the Martian atmosphere

has resulted in the possibility of investigating seasonal and

diurnal variations in Martian surface UV flux and its as-

sociated consequences. From the orbital geometry, a UV

‘hotspot’ is seen to form at mid-southern latitudes towards

perihelion, altering in position and season depending upon the

annual dust scenario under investigation. Suspended dust is

shown to have a significant effect on the surface UV flux, and

thus must be properly accounted for in any astrobiological

situation. The BED experienced on Mars is shown to be

biologically harmful ; absolute levels are far higher in the

Martian case when compared with Earth, and the ratio of the

T7 and Uracil BED values highlights the damaging effect

of the short-wavelength UV-C penetrating through to the

Martian surface. The effect of UV creating an oxidative

environment is also shown as an important factor for astro-

biological investigations. The O2 sink presented creates a

harsh oxidizing environment in the Martian regolith through

UV interactions, and its depth determines the extent to

which investigation must occur in order to find traces of life.

Possible biological protection has been shown to be provided

via potential Martian dust layers that can partially reduce

the incoming solar UV flux in the biologically relevant UV-B

and UV-C regions. Possible future landing site strategies

for Mars landers have also been discussed, highlighting the

need for high-latitude missions away from high levels of bio-

logically damaging UV and subsurface oxidation activity.
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